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Your success in the cloud depends on the actions you take. Use these 9 tips to gain the 
maximum commercial, technical and operational benefits from the cloud.

Don’t DIY the set up and migration. Laying the foundation is key to any long term 
investment and that is true for the cloud as well. Moving even a single application to the cloud 
is not without challenges. Work with an expert team you trust to get it done right the first time.

Don’t buy off the shelf. Don’t try to guess what licenses are best for your business.   
Nortec can ensure you get the best price, purchase the right licenses and recommend 
appropriate bundles so you get what you need for considerably less.  

Know which features to use. Work with a provider like Nortec who can introduce  
you to the features already available to you, before buying or adding new apps for 
productivity, security or analytics. 

Automate, automate, automate. Turn on auto-updates for applications  
so you never miss the latest release or security patch. 

Create a backup and recovery plan. The cloud greatly simplifies and massively reduces the 
cost of these key functions. Not having backups courts disaster, data loss and downtime.  
Make sure you have backups. Simple replication is not a substitute for proper backups. 

Extend security beyond the office. Leverage features and add-ons like single secure  
sign-on, multi-factor authentication and mobile device management for iron-clad  
security and compliance.

Streamline communications with Teams. Simplify how you communicate  
and do business with Microsoft Teams, available for free through Office 365.  

Capitalize on innovations. What’s available and possible in the cloud is constantly  
expanding. Take advantage of the evolving innovations. Nortec can help you stay  
abreast of the latest advances as well as help you conceptualize how different features  
will work for your specific needs. 

Address possible infrastructure issues. Cloud requires requires consistent bandwidth and 
enables more advanced security within your infrastructure. Prepare your network to prevent 
common issues like slow speeds, lag time and inability to access what you need.

Ready to see what else is possible in the cloud? Contact us at 866-531-1990 or online. 
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On Cloud 9: 
9 Tips To be More Successful in The Cloud
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